Photos, Video And Music For Seniors With Windows Vista: Learn How To Use The Windows Vista Tools For Digital Photos, Home Videos, Music And Entertainment (Computer Books For Seniors Series)
Synopsis

Seniors can use this learn-as-you-go book right alongside their computers as they perform the tasks laid out in each chapter and explore the brand new multimedia aspects of Windows Vista. With clear, step-by-step instructions accompanied by vivid illustrations, seniors will see how simple it is to enjoy their home photos and video in Windows Photo Gallery, rip and listen to their music in Windows Media Player 11, and enjoy all their favorite home entertainment in the brand new Windows Media Center.
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Customer Reviews

This is a very easy to understand book and if you have ever tried to read a computer manual you know what I mean. Instructions are very percise and they show you in pictures every step to take. I have learned all sorts of fun things to do on my computer from making my own cd's to making scrapbook pages of my grandchildren. I have purchased 3 books in their series and have been pleased with each one. even though I am a 60 year old senior I would certainly recomend it for any age computer user.

great book that gives detailed step-by-step instructions of how to create slideshows and then add music. It should be in every seniors library who uses this type of software infrequently as it is so
easy to follow and the results are excellent.

I was very pleased with the good condition of this book and how fast I received it. I haven’t had a chance to use it yet but look forward to learning many things about my computer that I need to know.
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